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Water Filters!

What you’ll need

Get ready to do water science at home!
&

Print out this activity book or grab some 
paper. A pencil for notes and scissors.

Partner with an adult, sibling 
or friend to learn about water!

3 plastic bottles. Clear bottles about the 
same size work best! Remove the labels.

Sand, gravel & rocks. You’ll also need 
dirty water. Your Soil Shakers will work 
perfect for this!

Common household materials to use as 
filters. Things like: cotton balls, coffee 
filters, old t-shirts and paper towels. 
Ask an adult to help you find them.

In this Water Filters activity you 
will use the Scientific Method 
to test your homemade filters. 

You will observe the filtered 
water samples to determine 
which filter worked best.

You will learn about the 
connection between healthy soil 
and healthy water. 

✔



What is WATER?

solid

liquid

gas

Water is the most common substance on 
earth. We can’t live without fresh, clean 
water. Like soil, water picks up chemicals 
and becomes polluted. As it flows down 
through soil it is filtered and cleaned. The 
water we drink gets filtered and cleaned 
even more in water treatment plants.
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What ways do you 
use water everyday? 

30% of fresh water is underground
Almost 70% of your body is water
40% of the fresh water in the USA 
is used for agriculture
There is more fresh water in the 
atmosphere than all the rivers

Water comes in 
3 forms

FUN FACTS about Water



Scientific Method
The

name date
Ask a 
QUESTION
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Now that you’ve learned about water 
& the water cycle, what questions 
do you have? Write them here. 

Select 3 different materials to make 
filters. Observe each material and 
take notes comparing their features.

Example: Which material is a better filter? Will the water be clear?

Do background 
RESEARCH

Make a
HYPOTHESIS

make a LIST write SENTENCES
2 3

2

3

1 1

Out of room? Grab some more paper or the last page to write & draw more!

A hypothesis is an educated guess. 
After observing your 3 materials, 
try to answer your question?

Question:

Guess:

This is your science logbook - keep notes and make it your own!

Example: Cotton will filter water the best because it’s the thickest.

Example: Cotton is thick, soft & white



Make Your Filters
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Do an
EXPERIMENT

SAFETY FIRST

repeat these 
steps 3 times

Be sure to wear shoes, work gloves & eye protection 
when collecting materials outside. Get help when 
cutting with scissors. Be aware of your surroundings & 
pick an area easy to clean.  Do not drink the water.

Cut your 
bottles in half.

        Turn         
        the 
top upside 
down and 
insert into 
the bottom 
like a 
funnel.

Pour in sand, then gravel, and 
top with rocks.

Press your filter into the 
spout of your funnel.

        If using a 
        shirt or sock, 
cut the material into 
a flat circle, first.

rocks
gravel
sand
filter

✔



Time to FILTER!
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Draw & Color: draw & label each layer. What color is the water?

      Shake up your 
dirty water to 
make sure it’s all 
mixed together.

    Carefully pour 
equal amounts of 
the dirty water 
into each filter. 

Helpful HINT

turbidity Turbidity is a measure of how less clear water becomes due 
to the presence of dirt, chemicals and other contaminates. 
The cloudier it looks, the higher the turbidity. Turbidity is 
considered a good measure of the quality of water.

pronounced 
tur-bid-i-tee

To color those cloudy grays and browns, draw lightly 
and layer your colors. Does it look greenish-brown? 
Color brown first, then green lightly on top. 



Analyze & Conclude
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Make a 
CONCLUSION

Repeat your HYPOTHESIS

Rewrite your hypothesis from step 3 and compare it to your 
experiment results. Were you right, or not quite? Maybe you 
were partly right. That’s OK! That’s how scientists learn. 
Did you answer your original questions?
Write what you learned here. 

A conclusion is a judgment you make 
using reason. It’s what you  learned 

Guess:

Conclusion:

What questions do 
you have now that 
you’re done?

after doing the experiment, observing the results, 
and comparing them to your previous knowledge.

SHARE YOUR FINDINGS!
You’re almost a JA Biztown Deputy Health Researcher!  Submit 
today to receive your own Circle of Health & Harmony pin.

click here to submit your results!

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfpCEMCQ-b_vNUHc4jT2uCATIsMftzJZ22eSQ4LqK3aqauM2A/viewform


Coloring Activity!
Apply what you have learned

Is water important when 
you play outside?

Does clean water produce 
healthy foods?

Can polluted rivers affect 
the health of the people 
who live by them?

Does healthy water 
help make our air & 
soil healthy?

This is a Circle of Health & Harmony. It shows all the 
ways we can be healthy. Circle the word WATER and 
color in all the hearts you think relate to healthy water!
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my notes


